
Reading At Home 

We would ask that every child completes 
at least 20 minutes of reading per week.  
This can be from a book of your child’s 
choice, however we would request that 
you sign your child’s book to confirm that 
this reading has been completed.  They will 
need to hand this book into their class 
teacher on a Wednesday morning. 

Maths - Perimeter and 
Multiplication and Division.
Term Two pupils will be 

learning about perimeter 

of shapes, working to 

improve their 

multiplication skill and use 

division to solve 

mathematical problems. 

English
To link in with our Anglo 
Saxon topic, we will be 
reading Anglo-Saxon Boy by 
Tony Bradman. We will be 
using this text as a base for 
our reading lessons and will be 
producing writing that includes 
narrative, description and 
poetry. 

 We have enjoyed welcoming you back 
to school and are excited for the 
next step of your learning journey.  
Read through the information on 

these two pages and hopefully any 
curriculum questions that you may 

have will be answered.

Science - Electricity Our pupils will explore the 

different elements of electricity through 

experimentation and theory. They will learn about 

circuits, amps and voltage as part of their study.

YR4 - Term Two
Anglo Saxons 

PE  - Social Skills  
Dingo - Wednesday
Wildcat - Wednesday
Eagle - Monday

Please remember to 
send  your children to 
school in their kits on 
this day.

Swimming  
Please bring in swim hats and towel in kit bag.



Useful Websites - 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons
https://www.thesaurus.com/
https://www.getepic.com/
www.topmarks.co.uk
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ 

Topic -  Anglo Saxons 
As part of the study of Anglo 
Saxons, our pupils will engage in 
the learning of geographical 
knowledge such as locating Anglo 
Saxon settlements on maps and 
understanding the impact of 
physical and human geography on 
the land. 

Music - 
Appraising, listening 
and giving feedback 
about music.  

Log Ins

Oxford Owl
Dingo - username: wpsdingo
Password: Dingo21
Wildcat - username: Wildcatsclass
Password: Wildcat21
Eagle - username: WPSEagle21
Password: westlands21 

Epic Class Code
Dingo - uny2066
Wildcat - edj8003
Eagle - iys6303

R.E  
We will be completing an RE 
day during the term based on 
the beliefs of Chrstians, Sikhs 
and Buddhists.
     

PSHE - Celebrating difference  

Celebrating how we are all different and 
unique. Showing respect towards others. 

DT Week - There will be a week in 
Term Two where we will focus on a 
design and technology skill for every 
afternoon that week. 

French - En Famille (The Family)

Homework 
Homework - Set on Fridays for 
it’s return the following 
Wednesday.
Homework will include spellings 
for your child’s class, reading and 
English/Maths homework every 
week.
This will be on the regular Google 
Classroom, not the Self-Isolation 
classroom. 
GC login - bebce2l
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